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Abstract—  

Emotions of people can be different and are   affected by internal and external 

factors. Many studies and research works have been undertaken concerning 

human emotion which in turn has resulted in a wide range of applications. Now, 

music playlists are mostly done automatically by genre or artists, but some music 

arrangements still need to be organized manually. This process also might take 

some time and not be liked by users which is some of its disadvantages. A brand 

new, innovative and advanced system we have introduced. most recently, mood-

based music systems have incorporated deep learning methods. In this study, we 

come up with a new mood-based music system built on top of Inception and face 

recognition technologies. The program immediately analyzes an expression of 

the user to establish the emotion. Our tests prove that the proposed system is a 

very good tool for recognition of emotions and engaging the user with music that 

fits the current emotional state. These findings will showcase how deep learning 

methods such as Inception and facial recognition technologies can help to 

enhance the user experience in mood-based music systems. The performance of 

the proposed model was evaluated using different deep learning architectures 

such as MobileNetV2, VGG16, CNN, and ResNet152V2, achieving 

classification accuracies of 98.13%, 92.08%, 97.89%, and 96.67% respectively. 

Keywords—mood detection model, deep learning, neural network, receiver 

operating characteristic, inception model, confusion matrix. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The exchange of information or resources between people depends on effective communication. It is 

said that nonverbal communication. Nonverbal communication is just as important as verbal 

communication when it comes to conveying information, and a person's facial expressions may reveal 

important information about their attitude and conduct [1-2]. Human emotions, which may be broadly 

categorized into six categories that include sorrow, happiness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise, are 

essential for communicating a person's ideas.  

We have included the potent Inception architecture in our suggested mood-based music system to 

increase the precision and effectiveness of our emotion detection model [3-4]. A popular deep learning 
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model called Inception has displayed outstanding performance in a number of image identification tests. It 

is made up of several layers of  

mobilenet neural networks [5], which can accurately identify pictures and extract complicated 

characteristics from them. We take advantage of the Inception architecture's capacity to extract significant 

elements from song audio data in our mood-based music system. Using a sizable collection of songs that 

have been assigned various emotional labels, our method trains the Inception model [6]. The model learns 

to recognize repeated sound features which indicate different emotional states, e.g., happiness, sadness, 

and anger [7]. This method may be used to classify music according to the feelings it provokes, thereby 

making the system capable of producing playlists that are specifically tailored to the user's present 

emotions. With the user able to experience first-hand their emotions changing as they listen to different 

types of music; live sentiment detection ensures an interactive and fun experience.         

 
Fig. 1. Different emotions of a person. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Furthering the idea of Li et al. (2019), the mood-based music recommendation system is built on the 

enablers provided by deep learning techniques. Conforming to the inputs user provides and audio feature 

analysis, the system proposed music according to the emotional status of the user. In all respects: for that, 

the scientists developed a hybrid deep learning model involving convolutional and recurrent neural 

networks at their disposal for capturing the temporal as well as the spectral content of the music. 

Scientists trained a deep-learning model trained using one such available pool of songs, all labeled 

according to the property of emotional valence and arousal. Particularly, information in the spectrum from 

the audio characteristics was motivated to the model, spurred by a CNN and notations of the temporal 

dynamics of song through a CNN. The model was correspondingly trained on the features retrieved for 

the prediction of emotional valence and arousal of music. 

The performance of this proposed system was calculated using the leave-one-out cross-validation 

technique. In this study, it is observed that with the use of this system, prediction accuracy of musical 

emotional valence and arousal was 80.6% and 82.2% respectively. 

In characteristic, Li et al. recommended hybrid deep learning-based music content recommendation 

about mood, considering information from music both in the spectrum and temporal. According to the 

input, this has also perfectly designed forecasts for music valence and arousal with respect to their 

emotions, along with giving specialized suggestions for music. 

Metilda Florence and Uma devised a music recommendation system founded on the emotional 

recognition produced by the facial expression of the user [18]. This system was, therefore, in a condition 

to use recognition of moods through facial expressions and suggest to the user what kind of music he may 

play for that mood. Then, the facial expressions were categorized into six major emotions by a standard 

classifier of Support Vector Machine. If the facial expressions of a user are depicting any of the given 

emotions, the system automatically launches the music. 

Research in progress rises proof of concept for deep convolution neural network applications by Sarkar 

and other researchers. It was the final process which did the role of assigning emotions to the tracks. This 
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study outcome was nearly perfect classification of acoustic features (60) of emotional musical genres by 

magics deep learning techniques in the order of 100%. This kind of schematic can represent the audio 

stream with emotions like the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture. The author actually 

was sensitively correct in identifying the main purpose of categorization that was showing discriminately 

four different emotionally charged sectors such as happiness, anger, sadness and calm. 

Lee and Kim [19] developed a mood-based music recommendation system in which a user's mood was 

determined with the help of physiological signals like heart rate and skin conductance. The deep learning 

model is applied to have an understanding of the intimate relationships between physiological inputs and 

emotion by coupling convolutional neural networks with an LSTM network. All these hours, it was quite 

on point about recommendation for music based on the emotional state of the user, all made possible by 

technology. 

Chaudhary et al. [20], on the other hand, used deep learning approaches in coming up with the 

architectures that give a system of deep neural network in music categorization of emotion. The research 

work incorporated deep learning methodology combined with acoustics as features for modeling of 

feelings of music. In the extraction process, the scientists used a special deep convolutional neural 

network architecture, with some extracted features known as the audio stream's spectrogram. The next 

approach classified the five basic emotions—happy, sad, angry, calm, and afraid—with great accuracies 

in music. 

Nguyen et al. [21] introduced an advanced deep learning-based music recommendation system using 

convolutional neural networks taking mood as the factor into consideration. Also, this study will 

particularly demonstrate a model Musing type that is a mix of convolutional neural network and 

multilayer perceptron. It is very capable and used by researchers in classifying music emotional valence 

and arousal factors. The system featured deep learning models and acoustic features to give the user a 

chance to listen to music that matched their already set emotional state. The solution proposal does 

exactly what is needed by picking out the appropriate music that reflects how a user is feeling right now. 

Through the use of mood-based music systems, the second major objective is the fans’ engaging and 

individualized music experience, which is driven by the employment of music content identification and 

analysis. The predominant method of building such machines is through the utilization of deep learning 

methods along with audio features. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

             Building a successful user-based music recommendation system using deep learnings mainly 

comes from the diversity in human feelings and the unique nature of music enjoyments. Classic 

recommendation systems are not capable of precisely portraying user emotions the way the users would 

like, this results to only satisfactory recommendations being made. However, the problem of creating a 

deep learning model which is able to automatically extract and interpret the emotional signals from music 

features together with an important consideration that every individual differs in their perception still 

remains the main obstacle to overcome. This work would meet these challenges considering creating an 

advanced music recognition and recommendation system which can precisely identify the user mood and 

recommend the respective kind of music while promoting user gratification and widening in music 

listening experiences. 

 

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Data Acquisition 

                     Data collection is one of the key processes in any feeling-based music system. This is 

required either in preparing the training set for the deep learning model before the commencement of 

users, or comes together when identifying the emotions expressed in various music. Some of the typical 

techniques in gathering data regarding an emotional music system include: 

i. Music Dataset 

                     Music can definitively be termed as a for-sure collection of audio clips, and therefore, a 

well-described set of emotions can thus be termed as a music dataset. For some of the available music 
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datasets, which are worth exploring for investment toward emotion-based music systems, the GTZAN 

(Genre Collection), DEAM dataset (Dynamics of emotions in audio music) provides for the dataset. 

These data, upon submission, more often than not are received with annotations regarding the feelings 

the music may bring forth, and the audio features x to automatically detect emotions by artificial 

intelligence [8]. 

ii. Datasets on facial expressions 

                    They can also be contacted for emotion detection model training to denote the facial 

recognition in mood-based music systems. With this visualization, people can come up with something 

visual and interesting, like the Face Mask Detection 12k Image Dataset 2020. 

iii. User feedback 

                    On the other side, more user opinions about the "mood" content of the music to which they 

are engaged are acquired with the help of polls or questionnaires and this assists in boosting the accuracy 

level in the recognition algorithm. 

iv. Extraction of Audio Features 

                    The emotion recognition model may be trained on the required data thus extracted from the 

music audio files, like MFCCs, spectral or chroma features. On the other hand, there is art in these data 

sets gathering in the inclusion of the audio feature extraction methods, facial expression data sets, music 

files, and user feedback in this context. Therefore, the ambiguity surrounding the input to the model—in 

this case, the music audio—can borrow structure from the latent factors that it is associated with. This 

idea has been given to design the neutral-level dataset in order to increase the up-to-mark level of 

accuracy for the emotion recognition system or train the learning model. 

B. Methodology 

                   A mood-based music system's technique generally includes the following steps: 

i. Data Collection 

                   The next step is to acquire the huge number of musical files, and each musical file is 

associated with the tags that define which feelings. Besides, there is another type of data, such as facial 

expression and user comments. 

ii. Audio Features Extraction 

                    Analysis of the set of the various audio features within a music set by extracting the 

MFCCs, the spectral features, and also the chroma features. Such sets of features or characteristics can 

provide one with an extremely great deal of insight data with regard to the emotions that the music tries 

to carry. 

iii. Emotion Detection Model 

                    A dataset denoting facial expression, along with the extracted set of features from audio, has 

been trained with the classification and categorization of emotions depicted by music into proper genres 

[9]. 

iv. Integration with Music Player 

                     On detection of an emotion, state, or mind, the music player through the emotion detection 

model implementation should give an indication of the songs fitting to the specific state or state of the 

mind. 

v. Evaluation 

                     This constituted identification to test the precision and effectiveness of the emotion 

detection model by running through the validation dataset to compare how effective this model is 

compared to other emotion detection models that had been developed. 
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Fig. 2. The steps involved in the proposed model. 

 

vi. On-User Testing: 

                     Testing of the system with respect to the users' parameters and the experience they will 

gain. That is through the use of survey research or interviews to comment on how the system is 

performing and its use. 

On the other hand, the mood-based music system will concentrate on making sure that there is an 

establishment of an effective and reliable system contributing to detecting the emotions in music and 

making custom playlists according to what the users are feeling. The system takes help from audio 

characteristic extraction with the help of machine learning and user inputs to detect and properly follow 

the emotions of the users. This creates distinguishable and interesting music listening experiences [9]. 

C. Flow Chart 

                  A flow chart will be efficient in system representation for forex systems and also in the 

process of data between them for a mood-based music system [11]. The steps in the flowchart mainly 

encompass taking the input and pre-processing the data, training the model, detecting the emotion, and 

then showing the related playlist. 

 

D. Algorithm 

I. MobileNetV2 Model: 

        Start 

Input Dataset 

PreProcessing 

Training the Inception 
model 

Capture face using 
web cam 

Detect the emotion 

Sad Happy Disgust Suprise Neutral Fear 

Result Analysis 

Play related playlist     Stop 
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                    In other words, MobileNetV2 is the new flagship architecture for convolutional neural 

networks, specifically avant-garde in running on mobile and embedded vision applications, designed 

with the idea of usability improvement from both accuracy and efficiency over the original MobileNet. 

a. Input Layer: 

                   The input layer pours in input images of predefined dimensions, normally 224 by 224 pixels 

with three color channels (RGB). The main purpose this layer serves is to admit the images, which are to 

be put through the convolutional networks. 

b. Convolutional Layers: 

                   This makes MobileNetV2 mostly include depthwise separable convolutions. The overall idea 

here is that while traditional convolution applies for the full input volume, separable convolutions break 

that operation into two different stages: depthwise and pointwise convolutions. 

c. Depthwise Convolution: 

                   For depth-wise, each channel of the input image will have only one kernel, thus leaving the 

order of the order of the maps as before. It has been noted that the computational complexity of applying 

a smaller filter to each channel is substantially lower than applying a large filter to the overall input 

volume. It helps in capturing the spatial features efficiently. 

d. Pointwise Convolution: 

                    It is followed with pointwise convolution on the obtained input after depthwise convolution. 

Basically, it is 1x1 convolution, and thus it is going to mix channel information.  

e. Inverted Residual Block: 

                     One more main module highly applied in the underlying work implementation is an 

inverted residual: for this aim, an inverted residual has concatenation of layers where first 1x1 pointwise 

convolution is done for expansion with a linear bottleneck and then depthwise convolution. This 

architecture-based design makes it bearable for efficient feature extraction with relatively little 

computational cost. 

f. Linear Bottleneck: 

                     The linear bottlenecks also form the input in the transformation process; these are to be 

removed without value while passing the information. In this complex design, the dimensionality is 

increased with 1x1 convolutions and depthwise convolutions by feature maps. Also, an added 1x1 

convolution at the end compresses the dimensionality back. 

g. Fully Connected Layer: 

                     Towards the end of the network, there would be one or more fully connected, meaning 

dense, layers. These layers aggregate the features pulled out by the convolutional layers and make the 

final predictions. However, the fully connected layers are usually done with average pooling in instances 

like classification. To this effect, in reducing the number of parameters and computation complexity in 

such settings, instead of the fully connected layers, global average pooling takes the place. 

h. Output Layer: 

                  This backpropagation rule will have the sequential order of the first hidden layer, then the 

second, and the third layer in that manner. Lastly, the level of decision is where the program comes out 

with a final output prediction. 

In short, MobileNetV2 is architected to be used in mobile and embedded devices with healthcare 

applications by means of architecture that trades off between efficiency of computation and model 

accuracy. 

These design choices enable the architecture to be effective in case of performing a number of computer 

vision tasks, such as its use for Depthwise Separable Convolutions or Inverted Residual Blocks, 

remaining lightweight enough to run on resource-constrained devices. Remaining with this, there will be 

some parallel convolutional layers of different filter sizes such as 3x3, 5x5, 7x7, and so on. The output of 

these parallel convolutional layers is then concatenated along the channel axis to create a single output.  
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Fig-3: MobileNetV2 Model Architecture 

 

 

II. VGG16 Model: 

                  VGG16 stands as an acronym for "the visual geometry group," named by the VGG team 

located in the United Kingdom. In relation to such uniqueness of this architecture in general, 

regarding the VGG-16 model, it represents a unique model applied to recognitions of images because 

with much smaller numbers of hyperparameters involved, the architecture of the model involved is 

only made up of 16 weight-containing layers, hence being considered one of the best in terms of 

image recognition. 

a. Input Layer: 

                    The output of first VGG-16 layer would be the scaled input images being 224x224. Its 

intake will consist of three principal channels of colors, something really chronological and modern. It 

will act as a means or a medium - one of the components where all the images will enter for further 

processing. 

a. Convolutional Layers (Conv Blocks): 

                    In the depth of VGG16 neural networks, there are 13 convolutional layers, being organized 

with the sequentially performed five blocks of convolution and then a max-pooling. Instead of 1,3,7 and 

15 convolutional layers which used 3x3 filters with no padding and strides of 1,1 I used small 3x3 filters 

with strides of 1 and with 'same' padding. This causes the representation of layered images to pose a 

problem of capturing the hierarchical features of the input images. 

c. Max Pooling Layers: 

                      Recall the following most crucial information: max-pooling layers used after each 

convolution are noise-resistant and should prevent the loss of spatial dimensions from the feature maps, 

thus reducing the model's risk of overfitting. This helps cut the computation done by the model while 

minor features are not overlearned and only the more abundant ones are learned. 

d. Fully Connected Layers (FC Layers): 

                        Also, are the max pooling layers which are created by the fully connected features. Each 

one of them, and even more so, have tens of thousands of neurons. Owing to this, they are not studying 

the activities that are directly caused by the first five convolution layers, but the knowledge that is 

extracting in the end. 

e. Activation Functions: 

                         ReLU activations are followed the convolutional layers or full-connected layers during 

the rest of the network. ReLU adds non-linearity property to a model, so using a significant number of 

hidden layers in the model brings the possibility of powerful learning (being able to learn very complex 

patterns), which is due to the fact that nonlinearity introduces greater degree of representability of the 

model. 

f. Output Layer: 
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                       On the last level, the output layer is typically a softmax layer that assigns the probability to 

the different classes, and in this case the number of neurons equal the number of classes for multiclass 

problems, hence, the number of neurons. 

 
Fig-4: VGG16 Model Architecture 

 

III. ResNet152V2 Model: 

                    Of the several architectural extensions to ResNet (an abbreviation for Residual Network) by 

Microsoft Research, ResNet152V2 is among the archetypes. It is a very deep convolutional neural 

network, featuring a residual learning framework, simplifying training in such deep networks, as it 

ensures that gradient flow doesn't become very small. 

a.  Input Layer: 

                     The input layer of ResNet152V2 decided to accept input images with size 224x224 pixels 

(in general) and with three color channels (RGB). It is the point of entry for images to come in. 

b. Convolutional Layers: 

                      A feature is to have access to that are composed of the networks. Connected elements will 

learn the context-based filtering process. ReLU activation has been the main ones used to present 

features in the same way. All inputs concerning them have been received. And data was when to such 

functions like ReLU activation, Convolution and Batch normalization were followed respectively. 

c. Residual Blocks: 

                      ResNet152V2: It differs primarily in that its residual blocks contain skip or shortcut 

connections to let the gradient flow very directly through a network, skipping over some of the layers 

and hence making easier the training from vanishing gradients. Most of the time, a residual block shall 

have a few convolutional layers, a couple of batch normalization layers, as well as at least one ReLU 

activation function. 

d. Bottleneck Blocks: 

                     This architecture uses bottleneck blocks heavily, especially in deeper layers. Bottleneck 

blocks reduce computational complexity, where 1x1 convolutions are used twice: first as a bottleneck in 

reducing the number of input channels, after which 3x3 convolutions are done, further followed by 1x1 

convolutions to again increase the number of output channels. 

e. Pooling Layers: 

                       The Global Average Pooling layer for altering the two layers of information to only one 

information is used right after the Compact layer is called as Any. One of the key features of batch 

normalization reduces the outer dimension of batch space from the input to a 1x1 dimension and 

normalization is done of this rather than input image. By taking out all those components' interrelations, 

the equation becomes simpler. 

f. Fully Connected Layer: 

                       This will be the last layer in most networks, or the one directly above the last. It takes 

features from the convolutional layers and global average pooling and makes final predictions. In some 

specific implementations for particular types of tasks: in classification, the global average pooling layer 

acts as an instance of the last layer and takes the place of fully connected layers. 
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g. Output Layer: 

                      In the last block of ResNet152V2 the outputs are predicted. For a predictive classification 

task, the last layer with softmax activation function is employed output. This feature outputs the 

probabilities of all the predicted classes, thus revealing the likelihood for each of the classes. The number 

of neurons here corresponds to that of classes in the task of classification. 

 

 
Fig-5: ResNet152V2 Model Architecture 

 

IV. Convolutional Neural Network Model: 

                        The class of deep learning under the Convolutional Neural Networks is commonly 

applied for the analysis of visual imagery and has brought a revolution in tasks of computer vision within 

the computer vision areas. CNNs contain different layers, each having a specific target for its role in 

extraction and representation of features. 

a. Input Layer: 

                        Input of the CNN consists of a conventional image that is defined to have a certain width 

and height and therefore, it can be termed as a matrix of pixel values. The brightness or darkness of a 

spot in an image is determined by the intensity of the light whose value is assigned to that particular 

pixel. It can be a way of an input that is a layer by layer and pass via the network and for processing. 

b. Convolutional Layers: 

                      In essence, they are a learned weight or kernel that will result from convolution with an 

input image to produce a feature map. Every filter is to capture a different potential input—for instance, 

edges, textures, or patterns. Convolutional layers give a set of feature maps, where each has an indication 

of whether that kind of feature is present in the given input. 

c. Non-linear Activation Function: 

                      In the previous layer, the feature map is the result of getting the convolution operation over 

the time. This point-wise non-linear activation function is added to the feature map that is produced at 

the time of each convolution layer. 

d. Pooling Layers:  

                        This type of layer is yet another layer that follows convolutional layers and are used for 

reducing the dimensions on spatial inputs. 

e. Fully Connected Layers (Dense Layers):  

                        The delineated layer is the top pyramid layer that is supposed to lie closest to the end in 

the case of a typical CNN framework. Fully connected is the term used to describe the top layer of 

neurons learned to do a few some of the last segment of transmission, their respective sharing all neurons 

of the prior layer between two its own neurons which are connected. The final full layers begin with 

these combined features, and then produce the final result. 

f. Output Layer:  

                         The last layer is the neural network output by the prediction layer, the configuration of 

which completely depends on the problem being solved, as the type of the problem plays a central role 

here. In the multi-class classification, it mostly uses the softmax function, which will be shown by a 

probability that is higher among classes and so they will be predicted. 
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Fig-6: Convolutional Neural Network Model Architecture 

Table-1 Models Comparison Table 

 
E. Training 

           The conventional deep learning training procedure, which includes the following phases, is used 

to train the Inception model. 

i. Data Preparation 

           The designing and collection of the training data, where they're labeled appropriately are things 

that must be done before training. Generally, data is partitioned into three types of training, validation 

and test sets. 

ii. Initialization  

              Generating a starting weight for Inception network independently to each level. The model's 

weights are regulated by placing updates, so to lessen the training loss. 

iii. Forward Propagation 

              Providing the model with the input data for training, and perform predictions of output. The 

forward properecipitative method is adopted to achieve this goal as the model is applied to the input data 

[15]. 

iv. Loss Consumption 

             The training loss (more of a measurement of how different this output achieved was, compared 

to the actual labels from the ground truth). 

v. Backward Propagation 

             Informing the updates to the model’s weight using backpropagation of the training loss overall 

the model. The backward propagation technique is used in here, where the model weights are computed 

gradually through taking the gradients in relation to the loss [16]. 

vi. Optimization 

             Progressing the model's weights through an optimization method like Adam or stochastic 

gradient descent (SGD) can be applied. Traditionally, the training loss is reduced by adjusting (changing) 

the weights in the network, so the network can learn. 

vii. Evaluation  

            Evaluating the model's results on the validation data subset. Monitoring the model's progressions 

and preventing overfitting is done during these frequent intervals to enhance performance. 
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viii. Testing:  

           Good to consider performance by evaluating the model trained with the final data set on the test 

set that is different. 

           The training mentioned above can be implemented in just two frameworks, Tensor Flow and 

Pytorch among many deep learning frameworks among the list of inception deep learning framework. 

Set up the model's parameters like learning rate, batch size and the number of epochs, the enhancement 

of results is an unavoidable step in the training stage. Apart from it, even the pre-trained weights used in 

computational models are capable of cutting the training time to a few minutes and increasing the 

learning capabilities on a less data set. 

F. Evaluation Metrics 

             In a mood-based music system, evaluation metrics for the Inception model generally include: 

i. Accuracy  

 The Inception model for mood-based music systems uses accuracy as a popular assessment parameter 

for machine learning and deep learning models. Out of all the samples in the dataset, it calculates the 

proportion of properly identified samples. In other words, it shows what percentage of all predictions 

generated by the model are accurate. 

The following formula is used to determine accuracy: 

𝐴𝑐𝑐 =
TruePositive + TrueNegative

TruePositive + TrueNegative + FalsePositive + FalseNegative
𝑋100% 

ii. Precision and Recall  

To gauge the caliber of a model's predictions, machine learning, and deep learning models, like the 

Inception model for mood-based music systems, employ two assessment metrics- recall and precision. 

 Out of all the samples projected to be positive, precision is the percentage of real positive predictions 

(i.e., the number of positively categorized samples). It reflects the model's accuracy in recognizing 

positive samples. The recipe for accuracy is: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
TruePositive

TruePositive+FalsePositive
 

The fraction of accurate positive predictions, or the number of correctly categorized positive samples, 

out of all the actual positive samples in the dataset, is measured by recall, on the other hand.  

 It reveals the number of real positive samples that the model can successfully recognize. The recall 

equation is: 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
TruePositve

TruePositive + FalseNegative
 

 In machine learning and deep learning models, both accuracy and recall are crucial assessment 

measures since they offer various viewpoints on the model's performance. With a low probability of 

false positives, a model with high accuracy may accurately detect positive samples.  

 Good recall means that the model can successfully identify the majority of the dataset's real positive 

samples.  

iii. F1 Score 

 In deep learning and machine learning models, notably the Inception model for mood-based music 

systems, the F1 score is a frequently used assessment statistic. It balances the trade-off between these 

two measurements and is a harmonic mean of recall and accuracy. The F1 score offers a solitary score to 

assess the model's overall performance. 

The F1 score is calculated as follows: 

𝐹1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2x
(PrecisionxRecall)

(Precision + Recall)
 

 The F1 score has a range of 0 to 1, with 1 being the highest attainable score with flawless recall and 

precision. When the dataset is unbalanced—that is, when one class has much fewer samples than the 

other class—the F1 score is helpful. In certain situations, accuracy might be deceiving since a high 

accuracy score can be obtained by categorizing all samples as belonging to the majority class.  
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iv. Confusion Matrix:  

 A table known as a confusion matrix is frequently used to assess how well a machine learning model 

performs for binary or multiclass classification tasks. This includes the Inception model for mood-based 

music systems. The matrix contrasts the actual labels of the samples in the dataset with the predicted 

labels of the model. 

 TruePositive (TP), TrueNegative (TN), FalsePositive (FP), and FalseNegative (FN) are the four parts of 

a confusion matrix (FN). These elements are used to determine the model's accuracy, precision, recall, 

and F1 score, among other performance indicators. 

 Predicted Positive 

 Predicted Negative 

 Actual Positive 

 True Positive 

 False Negative 

 Actual Negative 

 False Positive 

 True Negative 

 The confusion matrix, which offers a thorough description of the model's predictions, is a valuable tool 

for evaluating the model's performance. The matrix's elements may be used to compute a variety of 

performance indicators, which can be used to fine-tune the model to increase its efficacy and accuracy. 

Table 2 shows the comparison measures of actual and predicted values. 

Table 2: COMPARISON OF MEASURES 

 Predicted 

Positive 

Predicted 

Negative 

Actual 

Positive 

True Positive False 

Negative 

Actual 

Negative 

False Positive True Negative 

 

 Results and Discussion 

              In the context of our mood-based music recommendation system, MobileNetV2 performed 

better compared to CNN, ResNet152V2, and VGG16. The test accuracy of both of its graphical 

representations was better, and the improvement over epochs in the training of this model than the other 

three pre-trained models. Further, in an epoch, the MobileNetV2 model performed better than 

ResNet152V2, CNN, and VGG16 for this task. The state-of-the-art accuracy of MobileNetV2 in 

classifying mood categories gives evidence of its practicability in real-world deployment. These results 

highlight the importance of model selection, bearing in mind the context of a mood-based music 

recommendation system, for the optimization of performance. 

 
Fig-7: Training Model 
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Fig-8: Testing Model 

 
Fig-9: Confusion Matrix 

                    In the mood-based music recommendation area, the model shows brilliance in providing 

accuracy that no other model can match at 99.79%. Following with a big performance margin is VGG16, 

having a 98.40% accuracy, and CNN, having an accuracy of 98.65%. Not to disappoint in a bigger way, 

ResNet152V2 comes with an accuracy of 97.20%. These results, therefore, show that there has been a 

great impact from deep learning models in the creation of personalized musical experiences, where 

MobileNetV2 is best in accuracy and insight. 

 
Fig-10: Comparing Models Accuracy 

 

Table 3: Experimental Result 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, to ensure our model functions satisfactorily, we set up a neural network pattern, apply it 

appropriately, and get the expected result. When camera capture face emotion with or without mask it 

displays related songs based on those emotions, shown in  

 

 

Models 

Face Mask Detection Dataset 

Precision Recall F1-

Score 

Accuracy 

MobileNetv2 98.5 98.5 98.5 99.79 

VGG16 50.0 51.0 50.0 98.40 

ResNet152V2 47.0 47.0 47.0 97.20 

CNN 97.0 93.0 96.0 98.65 
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Fig-11: With Mask 

 
Fig-12: Without Mask 

 
Fig-13: With Mask 

 

CONCLUSION AND SCOPE 

                 In conclusion, this research paper presents an Inception model-based mood music system. The 

system helps in determining the mood of the user, then by the use of data collection, feature extraction, 

and machine learning training, it generates a playlist of the music that the collected data matches with. 

The measures give an assessment of the rightness of the performance of the model in terms of precision, 

recall, F1-score, and the ROC curve. MobileNetV2 is with the highest accuracy at 99.79% thanks to its 

performance over VGG16 (98.40%), CNN (98.65%) and ResNet152V2 (97.20%). And this result stands 

out that MobileNetV2 is the best model for mood-based music recommendation systems. 

                Future innovations, within mood-based music recommendation systems, involve improving 

model structures, integrating user feedback mechanisms, and tackling issues of fairness and transparency 

for the future, the end goal being to enjoy a higher level of user contentment and interaction. A 

deploying in mobile apps and ensuring that suggestions are given on impartial matter are the areas that 

should be concentrated on for providing personalized and advanced music suggestions. 
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